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Welcome to all FCC members for 1997. Your Directors

are looking forward to another year ofcanoeing, co-

operation and accomplishments with all members of the

club.

At our recent AGM Stephen Beitz and Werner Bolz were

elected as new Directors for the next two years. We had

been very fortunate that our retiring Directors Kerryn

Bonnet and David Bellette were very committed and

enthusiastic members of the club, giving generously of

their ideas, time and expertise. We thank both Kerryn and

David for their many contributions to the club during their

time as Directors.

At our first meeting after the AGM roles, responsibilities,

priorities and plans for the coming year were established.

Our roles and responsibilities are:

Margaret - Chairman, Treasurer and membership

Joe - Interstate and International links and social

Stephen & Werner - Building and maintenance

Neil - Secretary, membership, club boat maintenance

All Directors work together on fund raising, social

activities, communication and most importantly, the

promotion of club spirit and canoeing.

In the last few years we have made significant

improvements through the co-operation and contributions

of our members. Last year we ran the VCA Marathon

Championships (expertly coordinated by Kerryn) thus

significantly contributing to the promotion of marathon

canoeing in Victoria.

This year as in past years we again are eager to co-opt

your expertise and energy in one or other ofour programs.

We have already had a very successful maintenance

working bee where all members who were asked to assist

did so generously and enthusiastically. Many thanks to

Werner and Stephen for co-ordinating that day. More

working bees and our regular maintenance program are

underway, so ifyou didn't receive a call about our

previous working bee you can expect one soon. Also,

many thanks to those members who voluntarily clean out

the shower areas, the upstairs area or put out our rubbish

as they see the need.

To assist communication to members we have established

a Secretary's Noticeboard. All relevant correspondence

will be placed here for club members to read including

minutes of VCA standing committees.

Communication to our members is facilitated by
. our weekly training sessions on Thursdays 5:00pm

and Sundays l0:00am
. our weekly social gathering on Sundays l2noon,

Bar-B-ques, other social events

. our four editions ofthe newsletter each year

. information nights held at the club from time to

trme
. phone calls to and from individual members

. other letters and correspondence from the

Directors
. AGM

Further, to assist our programs, we have been very

fortunate to have been able to co-opt the following

members:

Club boat maintenance - Neil McGilp

Race co-ordination - RDI & RD2 - Christine and Brian

Troy

Liaison with Melbourne water re: landscaping and

landing - Alex James

Newsletter - Michael Loftus-Hills

Fundraising - numerous members, but

particularly Kerryn and Dorothy James

Club plans and specifications - Wayne Cook

Promotion of Canadian (kneeling) paddling - Bass and

George Wakim, Kevin Hannington, Peter Ohman and

Nick Richards.

Coaching - Zoli Szigeti

If any club members wish to offer specific assistance or

ideas always feel free to contact one of the Directors.

In the meantime, we look forward to your assistance in

our present fundraising efforts with the annual Reservoir

Rotary Raffle-our major fundraising effort for the year.

Margaret Buck



Calendar of events

Aprrl2i VCA Marathon Race number I

(Warrnambool) - Singles- contact Brian and

Christine Troyx

April 20 Club BBQ contact Joe Alia

May 1l VCA Marathon Race number 2

(Essendon) - Doubles - contact Brian and

Christine Troy

May 25 VCA Marathon Race number 3

(Nagambie) - Doubles - contact Brian and

Christine Troy

May 31 Schools Sprint Championship

(Essendon)

June I Schools Marathon Championships

(Essendon)

June 15 VCA Marathon Race number 4

(Yarrawonga) - Singles - contact Brian and

Christine Troy

June 29 VCA Marathon Race number 5

(Geelong) - Singles - contact Brian and

Christine Troy

July 20 VCA Marathon Race number 6

(Melbourne)

Singles - contact Brian and Christine Troy

August l0 VCA Race number 7 (Shepparton)

Singles

August 24 Race 8 (Footscray)

Doubles

*9853 5917

Apologies

Apologies to new director Werner for misspelling his

name in the last edition of the newsletter

Postion Vacant

The FCC newsletter is looking for someone to join

our dynamic and fun loving team. If you like paddling

and are a member of the FCC and are interested in

seeing a position description please contact Michael

Loftus-Hills.

Congratulations Robin and Tony

Payne on the birth of Lucy Isobella

on the 19 March

Your Address

Ifyou have changed address recently or you about
to - don't forget to notify the Club Secretary - at

FCC
PO Box 253, Fairfield

vrc 3079
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Pamela McGilp Andrea Scanlon

Nicole Ashley Barbara Jennings

Colin Day Bruce Durrell

Clare Mcbeath Terry Teal

Wennie Van Lint Tara McGowan

Zsolt Sebok Chritopher Burson

John Newby Brendan Pearson

Louise Ray Frank Masci

Merideth Henderson Rik Howard

Paula Glassey Michael Duffy

Benjamin Jordan Nick Dowell

Zoe Squire Ray Ingwersen

Mike Lewis Janice Lane

Lee Walker Rose Curtis

David Jerram Caroline Dunn

Steven Vegh

Kai Swoboda

Apologies for anyone that has not been

mentioned



As Winter Comes
Yes, welcome back (or simply

"welcome!") to another gteat season

of VCA marathon racing!

The glorious easy paddling months of summer fade into

autumn, the Murray Marathon becomes an ever-

improving memory, and the muscles slowly recover from

the sprint-racing season as you look for a more gentle

pursuit. Yes, welcome back (or simply "weicome!") to

another great season of VCA marathon racing!

Participating in VCA long distance races is a great way to

meet other club members, enjoy a weekend away in a

surreal world of mateship (? Chris wrote that bit), and

discover the joys

of paddling down

wonderful

expanses of water

on some of
Victoria's great

nvers.

For those who

came in late - we

are your Race

Directors again in

1997. Our job is

to keep you

Kerryn Bonnet and John Mackley paddle to victory at Footscray

(l) Points for lst place go to the lst boat to finish in a

designated race, points for 2nd place go to the 2nd placed

club, 3rd place points go to the 3rd placed club etc. The

placings of other boats from the same club do not affect

the points placings (eg. a boat may be lOth across the

line but ifit is the second club to cross the Iine it gets the

points for 2nd).

(2) The number of points depends on the number of

boats entered for that particular division or class. lst

place gets the number of entries plus l,2nd place gets

the number of entries minus l, 3rd place gets the number

of entries minus 3, and each subsequent place gets 1 less

point (eg. 10 boats in a race, 1st gets l1 points, second

club gets 9 points, third club gets 7 points, fourth club

gets 6 points etc).

informed about the fun filled races that are available for

you to participate in during the autumn and winter

months.

The Marathon Season consists of 8 races, with each race

divided into various divisions, distances and classes. The

dates and locations are:

April2T ( Warrnambool)
May 11 (Essendon),

May 25 ( Nagambie)

June 15 (Yarrawonga)

June 29 (Geelong)

July 20 (City)

August l0 (Shepparton),

August 24 (Footscray)

Of note for canoeists are the events for TCI on 21 April

and TC2 on May 25, and C I on 20 July and C2 on 24

August.

The VCA has a Club Aggregate Points Trophy for the

season, which Fairfield has won for the last 4 years. Each

race day has 4 divisions or classes designated for points.

We will just run through the mildly confusing points

system agaln:

There are three rules to points participation.

l. Not all boats will be awarded points, but every boat

entered helps boost the maximum points available.

2. As you can see, there is a two point break for winning.

3. Even if we can't win, we at least need to participate -

eg. if we come last out of l0 bcats but we are the fourth

club across the line, we get 6 points. Need we say more!

Defending our Champion Club title will be difficult this

year, but we are in with a good chance if we can get good

participation and follow a good strategy. Winning the

trophy again would be historic, but let's not lose sight of
the reasons we've established our winning streak. We're

out to have fun, and Fairfield's team spirit is the best on

the water - last year's trophy win was a testament to that

if nothing else.

Feel free to participate, have a good time, and support

each other. We'd love to let you know what is available...

don't be shy, let us know of your interest (we'll be

gentle, promise!). You can ring us on 9853 597T for

further details or watch the club notice boards.

Bye for now, happy paddling, from Chris and Brian

Troy.
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by Louise Ray

"How did those four 'girls' come to be

hanging around the Fairfield club?" you ask.

The answer's very simple: a friend of a friend

of a friend mentioned 'doing the Murray' in
the middle of last year, around the time when

you're thinking the year's about half over and

what have you got to show for it? This

sounded like a way out. And the Murray, of
course, needed doing - with a kayak,

apparently. We found ourselves in a
loungeroom together in June. Carolyn meet

Louise meet Rose do you know Janice? Rose

had been in a kayak before. That was a bonus

- she could come along. Does it involve
getting wet?

Winter indeed is an ideal time to start training.
We'd all have to go out and buy red and

purple stripey thermals. We'd have to get up

al7.30 on Sunday mornings. We'd be learning

to paddle when the river was at its peak, if you

fell in you were likely to get hypothermia and

your toes would be so numb you wouldn't feel

the gravel path chewing holes in the soles of
your feet. It was great.

The aim was to get to the Murray. Focus was

on nothing but the Murray, nothing but

beating Joe to the finish line and maybe seeing

him have ... maybe a rudder problem, to make

up for all those tactics he practised on us as

fledgling paddlers (we don't have a

competitive bent; it's just a personal

challenge).

A boat was a good idea. Paddy sold us a

gorgeous craft on the day the river was lapping

at the club roller door. He drove off with the

chequejust as Janice and Rose rounded the

corner, chins keeping above the water, the

boat's white bow bobbing above the flow.
They were stopping for no one, the unrelenting

current transporting them closer and closer to

the fierce and fatal roar of Dights Falls ... it
was all good training.

Paddles were an even better idea. Everyone at

the club told us that you can't do the Murray
without paddles, and we were relying on the

wisdom of our paddling elders. We were also

told we needed a few extra team members.

Bring on Bruce, Nicole and Gee. Each

contributed something we lacked: Nicole was

very easy going, Gee knew how to fall out and

get back in successfully, Bruce knew an artist

who would paint our boat and he had muscles.

And then Ben the Defector rang up. It was too

late. No vacant positions.

Except in the support crew. But not for long;
we found Jacqui from Wagga, Guy from
Adelaide, Bernard from France via Western

Samoa, Jenny from Malaysia via Sydney. Did
it matter that they'd never met us and weren't
quite sure what doing the Murray meant?

Bring on Julie, chief camp supervisor, local

and experienced!

Training, sponsorship, vehicles (one, three,

five?), water bottles, food, to pad the seats or
not to pad the seaLs, camping equipment,

money, team outfit (does everyone like tie-

dyed?) and colour scheme (what else in 1996

but lime and purple), roof racks. The meetings

"We came to expect dinner to be served in style after a hard days paddle"



Darebin Double Dippers -cont

were endless. We were so bloody organised. We even

adopted a solo paddler. Bring on Wennie, who was going

all the way ! That meant definitely five cars.

We reached Yarrawonga and somehow managed to set up

camp in two locations. There was a 'let's hang out the

back under the trees' faction and a 'lets be in the thick ofit
on the oval' faction. This called for the first of our nightly

team meetings, which were to become as worthy of the

title 'event' as the paddling. Matters needed sorting out:

who paddles with whom, who paddles which leg, who

drives whom in which car to where, what do people like

on their sandwiches for lunch, who starts, who finishes,

who wants to have two legs, who has already had two

legs, where's the kill switch in Bruce's car, and where

exactly did the water come from in yesterday's water

bottles?

We watched, riveted, at the Goodies, Baddies and Uglies'

change-over technique at each checkpoint. Once we got

the hang of it we were scorching, gaining an hour a day,

hot on their tail by day 5 (and they knew it, yes they did).

But our real rivals were established on the first night when

a tussle broke out with the slow-as-a-wet-week Paddies

over ownership of camping turf. We parted on friendly
terms, however, after our competitive streak was diverted

to the Black how-many-really-are-on-your-team Bettys,

some of whom we knew we could beat. It's important to

identify rivals; the Yakult team recognised this and kept a

close eye on our progress throughout.

Yes, it meant sore bottoms and blisters and aching

shoulders, but being out on the water was pure pleasure, a

relief from the dust and the tactical pressure going on in

the car and on the shore. We sheltered the support crew

from that stressful aspect of the event: they were up at the

next camp site erecting tents and cooking tables, planning

dinner and assembling the deck chairs for that night's

meetrng.

Having a good lunch was so important. And dinner was

magnificent, every night. All thanks to Bernard the

French chef, Guy his trusty just-keep-him-away-from-the-

alcohol assistant, and (thank god for) Jacqui and Julie, and

of course Jenny, who overcame a mild obstacle of never

having camped before in her life ('Guy, this campsite's

unsuitable, my mobile's out of range'). The Girl Guides

were a fabulous help as well. Together with the Reservoir

Fire Brigade team, they extinguished our blazing tarpaulin

(Bernard's swag) at Barham. Only a small hole resulted

but, as we were told, the whole of the Barham campsite

would have gone up.

There were many highlights of our time on the Murray,

but probably the greatest was Guy and Bernard swimming

out to greet Rose and Bruce, not with a banana and a fresh

supply of water, but a bunch of red roses and box of
chocolates at Swan Hill. The fact that Rose paddled

straight past them without noticing was a mere detail.

Now we've done the Murray. It was a great challenge in

many more ways than we first imagined. We'd like to
thank the best support crew the world has ever seen,

Outdoors Inc, Sunsmart, the doctors and the masseurs and

the FCC of course. And the good thing about the Murray

is it's always there to be done again. Applications to be on

our support crew for this year can be lodged at the club.

Some view it as enhancing their career opportunities:

here's a recommendation from Bernard, who has since

returned to Western Samoa. 'I had no idea I was joining

the team until very late. A position ofchefwas offered to

me at the last moment ... and it was easy. I put up 27 tents

and never slept in one of them ... no invitations.

Champion tent setter is going on my CV'.

27 April 1997.

Division 3, 6 WTK1 Vet 45

and TC1
Contact RD1 or RD2 for details.

ph 9853 5977



The longest race

of my life
by Adrian Rollin s

It's not often you get to the top of Zoli's straight and feel

an enorrnous sense of relief. But on Sunday, I December

there were few sights more welcome than Zoli sitting in

the pale-blue TKI telling people to 'bash it in at the front'.

It meant I was just 22 kilometres from the finish of the

longest race of my life, a two-day 231-kilometre trek from

Mount Buller to Southbank running, cycling and

paddling.

I was one of several Fairfield Canoe Club members who,

for some reason, decided it would be a pleasant way to

spend the first weekend of summer.

The event was the third JLW Challenge, and began with a

36 kilometre run down the side of Mount Buller, a 21

kilometre paddle across Lake Eildon and a 57 kilometre

ride to Marysville where day one finished. Day two began

with a 20 kilometre run to Dom Dom Saddle, a 73

kilometre cycle to Burke Road, Ivanhoe, where kayaks

were launched for a 28 kilometre paddle down the Yarra

to Southbank. For the fastest competitor it is a 13.5 hour

effort over two days, but for the slowest it can mean a 24-

hour epic of pain and endurance.

Steve Beitz and I, having attempted all this before, vrere

hoping for less of the pain and suffering as we lined up at

5.30am on 30 November on the freezing windswept

summit of Buller along with 343 other competitors for the

race to start. With us was Lauren Ostrowski who, after

being half of the winning women's bi-team for the race

last year, was giving the whole thing a go. Alongside the

individual competitors were members of two, three and

six-person teams. Other Fairfield members taking part

were Julie Perriam, Julie Slattery and Kim Vaughan in

women tri-teams while Joe Alia and Kerryn Bonnet had

volunteered as tail-end charlies for the Lake Eildon

paddle.

The run began with a flat-out 500 metre sprint to the end

of the Family Run, then a seven-kilometre plunge down

the side of the mountain along an overgrown goat trail.

Competitors scramble over rocky ridges, barge through

thickets, slip on fallen logs and stumble over invisible

roots. The fastest runners (including athlete extraordinaire

John Jacoby) finish the descent in about 45 minutes and

the slowest can take up to two hours. With aching quad

and calf muscles competitors then have to make 13 icy

river crossings, slipping on treacherous rocks and

plunging into waist-deep water. Then it is a reasonably

straight-forward 24 kilometre run along bush trails and

dirt roads to Howqua Inlet on Lake Eildon. Lauren made a

fantastic effort to come in third female after the run ln a

time of 4 hours 30 minutes, just seven minutes off the

record.

Last year the 2l kilometre paddle from Howqua to

Jerusalem Creek was abandoned about halfway though

the race because a howling gale had whipped up long

stretches of the lake into a violent chop, and the weather

promised to do the same this year. Once again the lake

provided heaps of drama for competitors, particularly in

the last two kilometres where whitecaps and a savage

chop clashed at a wild point, tipping many out of their

kayaks and surfskis. Yours truly lost half an hour as my

TKl, full of water, wallowed in the rough water, trying to

immitate a submarine. I just had time to call to Julie

Perriam, comfortably steaming past on a surfski, before I
fell in the drink, tantalisingly close to the paddle hnish.

Eventually I struggled back into the boat and fought my

way to shore and the bike transition.

After the wild paddle the cycle was a welcome respite,

though competitors were buffeted by a strong head wind.

Most reached the day one finish in front of the Marysville

Hotel a spent force, and the long queue for a massage was

testament to the toll the course had taken. Among the

many casualties were, unfortunately, Lauren and Steve.

After her great run Lauren began the paddle strongly but

quickly developed a migraine which forced her to stop,

and Steve tore ligaments in his left ankle during the first

river crossing on the run. He struggled on for another l5
kilometres but had to pull out. Julie Perriam, Julie Slattery

and Kim Vaughan all handled the terrible conditions very

well, completing the paddle in good time and keeping

their respective teams in the race.

Day two dawned much calmer, giving athletes the hope of
some good conditions ahead. The 20-kilometre run began

at 5.45am at a much gentler pace than the day before.

Thick mud in the last five kilometres slowed competitors

down, but once onto the bike things seemed to go well.

There was barely a breath of wind and the temperature

was pleasant for the ride through Healsville, across to

Yarra Glen then through Christmas Hills, Kangaroo

Ground, Research and Eltham before finishing on the

Yarra underneath Burke Road.



The J.ongest race of my Life
The first few kilometres of the river, with fallen trees and

gravel races, provided most of the obstacles encountered

on the paddle apart from Dights Falls, where there was a

compulsory 500 metre portage. Kim Vaughan overtook

me soon after the paddle began, and there were more

familiar faces when I reached the top of Zoli's straight,

where the squad session was in progress. Unfortunately I
couldn't keep up with Tony Payne to ride his wash! At

Dights Falls Julie Slattery caught up and passed me, but

so far only one individual competitor had overtaken me

on the paddle. Unfortunately two more passed me just

after Herring Island and a turnaround for a missed bouy

at the finish line cost me another two positions.

Congratulations to Julie Perriam, whose blistering second

day paddle sealed victory for her team Jest Lively

Women in the tri-team category. And a good effort by

Kim Vaughan saw her tri-team, Akta-Vite, come in

second. Julie Slattery and her team Fired Up Females

were narrowly beaten for third place by the winning

veteran women's tri-team in another good effort.

For a race which demands so much training, it was a

good effortjust to get to the start line in one piece, and it
was great to see the club so well represented among the

competitors and volunteers. Maybe there should be a

club team (or two) next year...

l99l Victorian Dragon Boat Festival

The Victorian Dragon Boat Festival was held on Sunday 16. Over eleven Fairfield members were

either paddling or involved in an official capacity at the festival. Fairfield "dragon boat coaches"

1ft had mixed success on the day with the Heatherbrae
xteam captained by Bas Wakim winning the main race

of the day after a controversial protest (Indonesia,

$ Heatherbrae and Torquay were involved in a

spectacular collision). Following an appeal

during the following week, the first place was

given to the Dragon Boat Reastaurant team -

captained by Roy Farrance. We hope Bas will
give a full report in the next issue ofthe

newsletter.

Knut Holmann

FOdt:31.juli 1968

Hpyde: 196 cm

Vekt: 90 kg

Fodested: Oslo

Bor: Baerum

Klubb: Oslo Kajakklubb

Padlet siden: 1981

Yrke: Student BUpadler

Hobbyer: Jakt, fiske og friluftsliv.
Meritter:

Knut Holmann - Norwegian K-1

lnternet site

Champion. From the Norwegian Canoe Association



The Return of Canadians to sprint racing
canoeing - Fairfield wins gold. gold,gold

by Bass Wakim

Fairfield canoeists George Wakim, Bass Wakim, Peter

Ohman and Nick Richards won the majority of Gold

Medals in the CI, C2 and C4 classes.

George Wakim won all races in Cl,Cz and C4. He

paired with Bass in the C2 and Nick and Peter in the C4.

The dominance of Fairfield at the State Sprint

Championships was reminiscent of the Club's strength in

it's heyday of the early 1980's. It was obviously a

pleasant shock for most people to see l7 C1's entered

with good numbers in both the C2 and C4 events.

Saturdays conditions were very difficult with strong side

winds and waves, which made it difficult for the less

experienced

paddlers. The

heats of the

500 Cl's on

Sunday

mornrng was a

sight not to be

forgotten as

paddlers eerily

emerged out

of the mist.

Although the

C1 class had

good depth,

apart from

George and ex

FCC club

member Steve

Vegh, the

standard was
Bas Wakim training in his C1

average. However, as we have seen with the lady
kayakers, persistence, support, competi tion and

continued encouragement is the only way the standard

will improve. The future looks good with promising first
year paddlers andjuniors headed by Nick Richards and
juniors from Sherbrook-Knox, Echuca and Essendon. I
believe the sport can only improve with the continual
presence of the older paddlers. That encouragement must

start at the ACF and filter down to club level.

Fairfield Canoe Club members were also represented in

the Men's K4, KI and LKI class.

The last time I raced at a State Championships was ten

years ago. During that time there has been considerable

funds injected into the sport by State and Federal

Governments. The course conditions and standard of

running ofthe event appear not to have improved during

that time, which surprised me given the amount of
money being injected into the sport.

Anyway, I had three altercations with a particular

Official over the two days. I was living up to my

previous record in relation to altercations with this

particular official. It seems canoeing politics are

doomed never to change.

My first altercation occurred in themy first race of the

regatta. My boat weighed in under the weight by

0.45kg. Oh well I thought, it was right weight last time I
weighed it ten years ago, so my bad luck, I was

disqualified for that event. After pufting more than the

required extra weight I raced and was asked to weigh

the boat again and

was 0.2kg under

weight much to the

embarrassment of
the official weigher

as he assisted me to

set up the right
weight previously.

I was passed. I then

raced again and had

my boat weighed

again and low and

behold my boat

came in 1.2kg over

weight, again much

to the poor

embarrassment of
the official

weigher.

My second

altercation was in

relation to the officials deciding not to award bronze

medals in the C4 events. This event had juniors in it and

they deserved as much encouragement as we could give

them. After much discussion. many excuses were given

and the main reason appeared to be because they could
not afford the medals. Anyway the next day the

officials found two medals to give to the juniors.

The third and final altercation came in the C2 200m on

Sunday. The program was running one hour behind

time, and the only way of knowing when your event

was on was when you were called over the PA system.

George and myself were helping set the juniors boats up

as well as finding equipment for other competitors, so

we were the last C2 to get on the water about 100

metres behind Peter Ohman's C2. As we were right on

the starting line about to turn our boat around, in full
10



return of Canadians cont

view of the starter, the race was started. We could not If they were going to institute the late start rule, then

believe it and questioned the starter. He was they should have done so all weekend and had a

apologetic but told u, he was ordered to start consistent approach to it, not one hour before the

specifically without us by the chief official. How petty regatta finished.

I thought and yet again different rules for different

people. In my anger and rage I expressed my exact Conclusion:- Due to the hard efforts of myself and

feelings to the particular official. When the dust settled others the Canadians are looking very promising. The

I was asked to apologise which I did. However, I least the officials can do is be supportive and not

believe that George and I were entitled to an honest discriminate and pick on petty issues. Clubs and

explanation as to why our particular race was ordered associations have got an excellent opportunity to build

to start specifically without us, when the program was on the foundation of Canadians. The opportunity exists

so far behind time and when the starter was not for Fairfield Canoe Club to lead the way and build on

requested to start the other kayak races without the existing strong base already established at the Club.

participants who were much later to the start than us.
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Sunday 20th April 1997

at the club house

From 12.15 onwards
BYO everything (including food to share

with others)

Bread tomato sauce servietttes
provided

Softdrinks $1- can

Beer $ Z- can

Sausages in bread $ t- each

Family and friends welcome
(Contact Joe AIia)
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Caught in the Net

Fairfield Canoe Club has been on the world wide web

for nearly two years - and I reckon we were the first

canoe club on the Internet in Australia. Our web site in
all its glory (the site is in colour) is copied below. For

those ofyou that don't know the Internet from the

Intranet - here's how it works. The words that are

underlined are links to other stuff. For example we have

a site advertising race number I at Warrnambool. There

is also a link to an information page about Warrnambool

etc. The weather link provides the latest forcasts and

sattelite photographs of- yes - weather.

The article on the Texas Water Safari pinched from

(with permission) TEXAS is straight off the Internet.

Lee Deviney found our site, advertising the Murray

Marathon, and of course being from Texas invented a

marathon just to outdo us - that's what I reckon

anyway. There is heaps of canoeing infomation on

the Internet - if anyone would like to help maintain

our site, has any ideas for designs etc, or would like

to just surf ( or wash ride ) the net, please ring me.

Michael Loftus-Hills
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The Texas

Water Safari

The dangers are real: Everything that bites, stings, itches

and scratches lives in this part of Texas. Mosquitos, flies,

wasps, poison ivy and fire ants abound. And the 'gators

and water moccasins -- territorial this time of year -- do

bite. A score of log jams (some l/4 mile long), low dams,

high dams, washed out dams, cable crossings and low

water bridges all stand in the way. Mix that with 100

degree heat and 90 percent humidity and you have the

ingredients of areal epic: whatthey call in the race

packet, an "experience that will change your life". Right.

The Texas Water Safari is billed to be the toughest canoe

and kayak race in the world. Starting from the

headwaters at Aquarenna Springs (complete with glass

bottomed boats, domestic swans gliding and teenagers

splashing and romancing) the San Marcos River flows

into the Guadalupe River and winds its way through the

arid farm and ranch lands of Texas, east of San Antonio.

Through towns, past cabins and fishing shacks, and into a

confusing labyrinth of cypress swamps, backwaters and

bayous the river suddenly, in a matter of feet, opens into

the Gulf of Mexico. Two hundred sixty-one miles of
continuous racing and paddling: rest when you drop, eat

between paddle strokes. This race doesn'tjust traverse a

dot on a map; you can trace its path on a globe.

The rules are simple, first boat to the finish line wins.

There are no stages or mandatory rests -- just go.

Everything must be carried with you, you can only be

resupplied with water and ice. You must have a knife,

flares, and first aid supplies complete with snake bite kit.

The first aid and snake bite kits should be kept where you

can get to them quickly.

As many near-reckless ideas get started, it began with a

wager, over 30 years ago. Frank Brown and "Big Willie"

George made a bet with some friends that they could

float, without the aid of motors, from San Marcos to

Corpus Christi, Texas, 250 miles of river and nearly

another 100 miles of semi-protected ocean. That first trip

took 30 days and was so much "fun" the pair decided to

organize an annual event -- the Texas Water Safari was

born in 1963.

Through the years the race and equipment have evolved.

The 100 miles of ocean have been shortened to about ten,

the race now ending in Seadrift, on the far side of

Guadalupe Bay. Boats have become lighter and much

faster: Carbon fiber and kevlar are the materials dujour.

Originally published in

Heartland USA

January 1996.

Taken from the Texas

Water Safari Home

Page (with permission)

by Steve Shimek

"Unlimited class" boats -- sleek four-man craft, 30 feet

long and only 27 inches wide, specially made for this race

only -- are the new gold standard. The four-mans finish

first, hours ahead of the solos and two-man canoes.

But maybe the racers have stayed about the same. I
foolishly asked ifthe race had changed now that real

athletes had become involved. "Those first guys were

tough, they had to be to make it down the river with the

equipment they had. Maybe they were tougher than we are

today," says Joe Mynar, toughest of the tough and

member of the winning boat in 1992, 1993,1994. Those

early participants are legendary for their athletic prowess,

strength and, most of all, grit. Legends are good things

and need to be protected, Certainly what has changed is

the mental barrier of how long it should take to paddle 260

miles.

That first trip took 30 days. The course record (set in 1992

by the four-man boat of Joe, Fred and Brian Mynar, and

Joe Burns) is 31 hours, 2 minutes. It's become a real race.

The first day is perhaps the toughest. The river is so small

that no help is given by the current. The day also has little

rhythm: l8 of the 21 portages are in the firstten hours. A
flood which subsided only days before the 1995 race had

changed and moved all of the log jams, and created new

ones. The rumor-mill churned before the race, racers

trying to glean information from people who had

previewed any part of the course. Is the rumored log jam

at Mile 37 the same jam as the one at Mile 38 overheard

from a different team? And there is always the possibility

someone is spreading false rumors -- disinformation is

fair-play in south Texas.

Every boat has a Team Captain who keeps the paddlers

resupplied with water, passes on information, and is

supposed to know the boats location and condition at all

times. The team captains leap-frog ahead by car. This

entourage of "bank-runners" consisting ofteam captains,

drivers, spectators and well-wishers -- spawns dozens of

rolling bank parties. Three hours from the start is the

first officral checkpoint and a medium sized dam which

must be portaged. The sleek team boats don't even

hesitate: the bow man is out and at the bottom of the dam

before the stern man quits stroking. Then the bow man is

already stroking before the stern man jumps back in at the

bottom of the dam -- the boat never stops moving.

When the first solo boat arrives stopwatches click as

pursuing teams mark the time their boat is behind. In each
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Texas Water Safari - cont

class -- team unlimited, tandem and solo -- hares are

running scared with hounds in hot pursuit

During the first day the bridges are crammed with

spectators cheering for their favorites. At least parts of the

race start to become routine: Team captains wade out into

the river anticipating their boat's e.t.a, as the boat nears it
jettisons empty water bottles a dozen yards upstream then,

missing only a stroke, the team captain tosses fresh water

bottles into the cockpit. The first day is also the most

eventful. The allure ofparticipating in the toughest boat

race in the world has a way of attracting the ill-prepared.

At every bridge, bent aluminurr. and shredded fiberglass

canoes and kayaks limp in. Hopes dashed - literally -- the

first day sends over ten teams packing, taking little glory,

but plenty of great stories with them. The leaders are

moving smoothly and swiftly, but pursuers are forced to

take greater risks. A strong four-man boat approaches a

bridge with reckless abandon and, unable to make last-

second adjustments, careens into the abutments and wraps

in half -- a real crowd pleaser. The strong Californians are

able to miraculously get the boat straightened out and

paddle off -- cooled off by their swim -- still in hot

pursurt.

As day begins to slide into night, the fast four-man boats

are nearly 85 miles downstream while the solo boats are

around 70 miles. At this point in the race, Texas is just an

all-around wonderful place to be.

At nightfall, far away, but in the general direction the race

is headed, the horizon occasionally flashes up with the

lightening of a distant thunderstorm. The 1995 Water

Safari was hit by one of the most tremendous thunder and

lightening storms in anyone's memory. With boats and

paddles made of carbon fiber (the same material as

lightening rods) the hares and the first few pursuing

hounds don't miss a beat, pushing as best they can through

the driving downpour, near-miss bolts of lightening and

riotous thunder hammering their senses: The air lights up

and seems to glow with each pulse, sometimes as

frequent as ten strikes per minute. The fierce storm throws

the race into total chaos. Teams running far back in the

pack suddenly find themselves contenders when boats out

in front choose to pull over and hunker down through the

storn.

In the solo division, the lead and second place boats have

hammered relentlessly through the night. Having led for

nearly twenty hours, the first-place boat is certain he must

be extending his lead -- not knowing that the second place

boat turned off all his lights and sneaked past in the chaos

ofthe storm.

The glamour of an ultra-marathon left somewhere in the

night. By morning of the second day sticky brown mud

cakes soaked paddlers and team captains alike. No one

has had any sleep. The crowds are gone. The lead four-

man unlimited boat is now far ahead, 180 miles into the

race; solo boats have fallen back and are at only mile

130. The second day is grueling. Four-man boats can

smell the sea air and are pounding towards the finish.

Solo and tandem boats know a second night is ahead

and move at a more conservative pace. Late in the

second day , 34 hours 40 minutes after the start of the

race, the lead four-man boat (with Joe, Fred, Brian

Mynar and John Dunn) paddles -- at the same 90-stroke

per minute rate ihey started with -- across Guadaiupe

Bay and into the finish.

It's in the second night that the stories ofthe 1995 Safari

are born. Five boats become lost for.hours in a maze of
new log jams, backwaters, thick growth and side

channels. A tandem team leaves their boat to walk the

bank and scout a log jam trying to find a way around it --
and then can't find their boat again. One solo contestant

is struck in the back shoulder by a heavy snake -- most

likely a water moccasin -- as his boat slips under an

overhanging tree; fortunately the snake only gets a

mouthful of the paddlers sweaty tee-shirt. A member of
one tandem boat suffers from apparent race sickness and

hypothermia and needs assistance. A two-man team

argues and one member hikes out while the other pushes

on alone. But it is the spirit of the Texas Water Safari

that brings each and every one of these boats ultimately

to the finish line.

In the early morning a solo paddler walks into a

checkpoint, after leaving his boat three miles upstream,

totally forgetting that the Safari is a boat race. His team

captain walks him back to his boat and then coaxes him,

near delirious, back into the race. Again the racer loses

grip of why he's here; his team captain gets him to
shore, makes him eat and lay down to rest. An hour later

the captain cajoles the soloist back into the boat and

urges him towards the finish. Reckless? Maybe, if you

talked to the paddlers wife. But in Safari style the team

finishes.

The first solo paddler, Ron Henk, crosses the finish line

in 43 hours 32 minutes. The awards ceremony is held

mid-afternoon on the fourth day while many contestants

are still on the river. As another boat appears on the

horizon, headed into the finish, the ceremony is stopped

completely so everyone can go to the seawall to clap

and cheer the boat across the line. It's a Safari tradition:

nothing matters more than finishing. Wanna race? The

Texas Water Safan is held the second Saturday of every

June. Contact Spencer Canoes for more information:
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Michael Loftus-Hills
Our competitors paddled passed the Checkpoint

and conveyed the message that Joe Alia was

seen sitting on the bank with his face in his

hands muttering something about rudder

problems. I am sure club members can imagine

how it went.

There was stunned silence at the check point.

John and Nannette continued to warm up - their

focused preparation was not to be intem:pted. I

felt like I had been whacked with a giant Murray

cod - the concrete

one at Tocumal.

Equipment failure

had not been

discussed at

meetings- what

happens now?

Two of the land

crew ran to get

the spare boat,

only to find we

had not

scrutineered the

boat at

Yarrawonga -

woops. Joe and

Julie arrived

some eight

minutes later. Joe

got out of the

boat and had

some kind of fit on

Julie pondered and

comeback.

the bank. "ARRR ARRRR"
wondered about a rowing

Steve Beitz came to the rescue on that sunny

Murray morning. The next few minutes will go

down in canoeing history. Quick thinking,

plenty of electricians nous and Steve made some

running repairs and got the rudder working. John

and Nann got in the boat , paddled like the

clapper and started our remarkable recovery.

Roger Tralaggan

I remember John Cornfield, our team member

from Sydney who spent more time driving his

car than sitting in the boat.

John had been a last minute inclusion. And only

managed one paddle. That was on day three. In

his words "the boat tipped over, filled with

water and left the checkpoint facing the wrong

direction.

Having lost time because of steering failure, the

team was facing an uphill slog and a big effort to

make up lost ground . As a result, John missed out

on another paddle. He did however, manage to

break his paddle during a relaxing splash at

Murrabit, and collided with a flock of birds

breaking his radiator grill on the way back to

Sydney.

Kerryn Bonnet

One of the highlights of the Murray Marathon for

The Good, The Bad, and The Ugly Relay Team

was the

start on the

third day.

Julie

Perriam and

Michael

Loftus-Hills

blitzed it -

handling the

narTow nver

and difficult
first corner

easily to

lead the

mixed relay

teams out

from the

start.

The most

excrtrng

part ofbeing

in the team was standing on the bank waiting for

the change-overs, particularly the last one on the

last day. With only minutes between us in third
place and the Scarlet Harlots in second, the tension

waiting to see which team would arrive first was

unbelievable, as was the relief when John and

Nanette came around the bend in front.

Julie Perriam
Well done to the first three teams in the Murray

mixed relay. Yakult, The Ugly's and Scarlet

Harlots all broke the record time, with 24 finishes

in the class. Who would have thought that five days

on the Murray would be filled with so much

anguish, anticipation, excitement and competitive

edge - any visions of "having fun" were lost very

early on in the race.

The Good the Bad and the Ugly
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Letters to the editor
To the editor,

At the AGM in December we spoke at length about the

maintenance of the canoe club. We also rejected a

motion proposed by Tony Payne on the same subject.

After giving this considerable thought I would now

like to expand on the comments I made at that meeting

which are similar to the letter I sent to the FCC on

24.8.92.

FCC like any other club, institution and/or building

requires maintenance. This is to ensure that it operates

srnoothly and effectively. Currently I believe the level

of maintenance at FCC is unfortunately below the

standard expected for this type ofasset.

My recommendation as I explained at the AGM, is
based on a model that can be found at many similar

clubs.

The club is managed primarily by the general

committee. (At the FCC this is the directors' meeting).

The general committee is made up from elected

members of the club who are voted in at the AGM.

Because we are all busy people, and don't always have

the appropriate skills sitting on the general committee,

sub committees are appointed to handle the detail in
their parricular area of expertise.

My proposal is to elect a building sub-committee that

reports directly to the general committee (directors

meeting) on all aspects of maintenance, new projects

etc.

As the name suggests the building sub-committee does

not have the authority to proceed with any work unless

it is approved by the general committee.

This procedure frees up the general ccimmittee so they

can look after the big picture while the building
committee gets on with the prioritising and scheduling

of all shareholders and members to undertake the

building maintenance via managed work parties.

Suitable work party rules would have to be developed

to support the program. This would not present itself

as a problem as once again many clubs have these

systems in place and with minor modifications these

would work well for the FCC.

A flow chart is attached to show how the building

committee could sit in the scheme of the overall

structure of the canoe club.

The members of the building committee could have a

technical background stemming from the building or
general maintenance and planning/scheduling areas of
industry.

A director should be a member of the building

committee and the chairman of the building committee

(not the director) should regularly attend the directors'

meetings to report plans, costing and general progress.

Initially the building committee would meet on a

monthly basis until such time as the maintenance work

load had been reduced and the work party schedules are

in place.

There will be many benefits flowing from a formalised

building and maintenance program, some of which are;

. improved communications between directors,

shareholders and members
. greater involvement of shareholders and members in

club activities .
. improved maintenance of buildings fixtures/fittings and

surrounds
. reduced workload for the directors
. shareholders and members able to have a say in the

clubs progress

(see Kel's diagram on the next page)

Kel McMeeken

To the Editor,

I recently participated in the Red Cross Murray River
Relay in the mixed TK2 class. After five days of hard

racing, our team finished second. For me, the defining

moment came on day 3, when steering failure cost us l6
minutes and the race lead. Instead of allowing this

disaster to crush our morale, all members of the team

pulled together and fought harder than ever to salvage

something from the race. This said more about the team

and the individuals involved, than an easy victory ever

could.

For two and half days, every effort was made to claw

back second place. On the final afternoon, when Roger

and Kerryn crossed the line, we had done it. As a

newcomer to racing, I had no idea what to expect on the

Murray. It proved an exciting five days. As a newcomer

to Fairfield Canoe Club, I had no idea what to expect

from my teammates. They proved a tenacious and

inspiring group. It is only in the face of difficulty that

you learn about people. We may not have won the race,

but we fought to the end and that is what matters. I was

proud to be part of it.

John McRae

\
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'Robin the forgetful'

A certain pregnant club member was recently known to

lock her keys in the car ... with the car still running!

The RACV responded quickly with the threat that they

may be delivering more than just keys if they took

longer than l0 minutes.

ps little did the Paynes know that this was no idle

threat!

Shower room hydroponics.

Rumour has it that the specialty on the menu at the

upcoming BBQ will be 'marinated mushrooms' grown

carefully in the men's showersl

At the end of a Zoli's session just before christmas

Michael Loftus-Hills thought he saw an octopus on

the bank - too much red wine the night before

training Lofty?

'B ass the controversial'

Controversy seems to follow Bass Wakim

where ever he goes!

Bass is the captain of the Heatherbrae

Shortbread Dragon Boat team which recently

won the Moomba International Dragon Boat

Festival in somewhat controversial

circumstances. This follows the controversy at

the recent Victorian Sprint Championships

where Bass and brother George were

disqualified for being seconds late to the start

of aC2 race after all races were consistently

running at least 30 minutes behind schedule.

Luckily there was no controversy when Bass

accepted the award on behalf of Heatherbrae

for 'Suppiier of the Year' in the bakery section

of the Safeway supplier awards.

Congratulations Bass and Heatherbrae !

'Newsflash! Joe Alia had a mqal at a country

pub during the Murray Marathon and

declared it an exceptional meal!

Congratulations to Marg Hayes from

Albury - a member of The Good, The Bad

and The Ugly relay team. Her

achievement: she managed to render

Roger Tralaggan speechless.

In case you missed this, in the photo on page 15 - "Members bonding
on the Murray"


